A biologically-inspired active vision 5 mechanism exhibiting primate-like agility (CeDAR [9] ; left, Fig.1 ) permits the investigation of primate-like visual competencies. Humans experience spatio-temporal continuity when integrating actively acquired imagery in visual perception. Camera pan/tilt motions introduce image perspective distortions. Camera lenses commonly introduce fish-eye distortions that can yield images in which straight edges appear curved. For spatio-temporal and left-right integration of active stereo imagery into a unified, head-centered, human-like perception, such phenomena must be accounted for. Accordingly, a biologically-inspired method to rectify such lens and perspective distortions has been implemented [1] that facilitates real-time integration of camera imagery into a unified, egocentric synthetic perception. Moreover, the projection of imagery into a head-centred static reference frame enables the use of any existing static stereo algorithms on active stereo platforms. Estimates of stereo disparity 6 , for example, can be used for spatial perception. In this manner we achieve a coarse, 4 National ICT Australia is funded by the Australian Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts and the Australian Research Council through Backing Australia's ability and the ICT Centre of Excellence Program. 5 Active vision involves online adjustment of visual parameters to assist sensing. 6 The displacement between the left and right cameras of a stereo vision system provides two views of a scene wherein an object is said to exhibit binocular disparity if it is located at different coordinates in the left and right images. An object's disparity is proportional to its distance from the cameras.
probabalistic, real-time, egocentric 3D Bayesian occupancy grid reconstruction of scene structure and motion in the vicinity of the gaze fixation location 7 [2] (right, Fig.1 ). Images (and processed cue responses) can be re-projected onto the internal 3D scene representation, enabling a real-time perception of the location, motion and appearance of visual surfaces. Fig. 1 . CeDAR, the Cable-Drive Active vision Robot [9] (left); and snapshot of realtime egocentric 3D scene reconstruction that accounts for arbitrary camera vergence (right, inset shows left camera view).
Coordinated primate-like stereo fixation incorporating rapid, model-free target tracking and accurate foveal 8 target segmentation is achieved using a robust Markov random field zero disparity filter (MRF ZDF) [3] . The formulation uses stereo image data to enforce optimal retinal alignment of the centre of the left and right cameras with a selected scene location, regardless of its appearance, without relying upon independent left and right target extraction.
Synthetic target selection also takes primate inspiration. Navalpakkham et al. [8] , amongst others, suggest that because neurons involved in attention are found in different parts of the brain that specialise in different functions, they may encode different types of visual salience 9 : they propose that the posterior parietal cortex encodes visual salience; the prefrontal cortex encodes top-down task relevance; and the final eye movements are subsequently generated in the superior colliculus where attentional information from both regions is integrated. In accordance with this proposal, we compute a fixation mosaic as the product of three intermediary maps: a retinotopic saliency map (based upon a widely accepted bottom-up model of attention [6] and extended specifically for active cameras and dynamic scenes with top-down modulation), an active-dynamic inhibition of return (IOR) mosaic that temporarily inhibits the re-attendance of recently attended locations (despite their motion), and a task-dependent spatial bias (TSB) mosaic. Finally, covert moderation 10 of peaks in the fixation mosaic filters the selection of the next scene point that will receive overt attentional fixation. Several prioritisable modes of moderation are incorporated: supersaliency -a location immediately passes moderation (and is attended) if it sufficiently salient; clustered saliency -the vicinity in which several global fixation mosaic peaks occur within several consecutive frames passes moderation; timeout -if neither of the previous candidates emerge after some time, overt attention is directed to the highest peak in the fixation mosaic since the previous location passed moderation. After deployment of overt attention, MRF ZDF segmentation and tracking enables continual fixation upon the scene location that won attention, even if it moves, until 1) IOR accumulates over the currently tracked target such that an alternate location passes moderation; 2) an alternate salient visual event occurs and passes moderation; or 3) variations in top-down attentional modulation yield an alternate peak location. A network processing architecture allows the implementation of these visual competencies with concurrent serial and parallel processing. Fig.2 (top) shows a block diagram of the major data flow between processing nodes (computers) in the network structure; a brief summary of the major feedforward regional interactions in the primate visual brain is also provided for comparison.
Similarities between the underlying synthetic system model and that of the primate vision system are hypothesised to elicit respectively similar basic gaze behaviours. Accordingly, 20 human and 4 synthetic trials were conducted where 3D visual stimuli were moved in a reproducible manner within a bounded scene volume (top, Fig. 3 ). Stimuli that may elicit emotional or significant cognitive responses were avoided. Participants were given a basic visual task (to count how many individual apples they saw amongst various fruit) while a non-intrusive gaze tracker (FaceLAB; bottom, Fig.3 ) recorded the path of their gaze (left, Fig.4 ). Identical trials were conducted with the synthetic system for statistical comparison to the human trial data. Histograms of gaze velocity magnitude data (right, Fig.4 ) from the human trials exhibited a distinctly bimodal appearance -much of the gaze path was attended at either near zero (smooth pursuit, or tracking) velocities, or high (saccade, or attentional shift) velocities, with few frames exhibiting medial velocities. For each trial, a threshold was selected within the medial velocity range above which the elicited inter-frame gaze velocity magnitudes were labeled as saccades, and below which they were considered smooth pursuit (centre, Fig.4 ). Each data point was also marked according to whether it was recorded during a period when a scene object was translating (T periods), or when no objects were translating (NT periods). Histograms and spatial plots of gaze velocity and position data during only T, and during only NT were also constructed. The main empirical observations during the human trials include [4]:
1. Gaze consistently saccades to the translating object. 2. During T, participants preferentially smoothly pursued translating stimulus. 3. Histograms of gaze velocities were strongly bimodal. 4. Saccade frequency was observed to decline during T, and increase during NT. 5. Saccade characteristics (such as velocity, distance) were not observed to vary significantly between T and NT. 6. Smooth pursuit characteristics were observed to vary significantly between T and NT. 7. Histograms of smooth pursuit distances show that a lower proportion of short smooth pursuit distances exist during T than NT. 8. The distribution of smooth pursuit gaze points during T correspond well to the paths of translating objects. 9. During NT, gaze frequented the locations corresponding to objects more than the background. 10. Re-attention periods were largely constant for all objects within an individual trial. 11. Velocity, position and smooth pursuit duration histograms exhibited inter-individual consistency.
Based upon these observations, 13 trial parameters (a non-limiting set) were extracted from each trial data log (left, Table 1 ): average smooth pursuit durations, distances, and velocities (for both T and NT -6 parameters); average saccade distances and velocities (for both T and NT -4 parameters); a saccade frequency parameter (for both T and NT -2 parameters); and an average object re-attention period parameter (P ) evaluated over all objects in a trial during NT (e.g, P = 2.0 represents that each object in the scene was re-attended on average once every 2.0 seconds, evaluated during NT periods where no objects are translating). To reduce the impact of participant mood/alertness, ratio parameters between T and NT were extracted from each trial providing pseudo-normalised statistics suitable for inter-individual comparison (right, Table 1 ). For the object re-attention period parameter, the standard deviation of object re-attention periods for each object in a trial was used as a pseudo-normalised metric to estimate coherence to a constant object re-attention period: P sd = STD(P o ), (where o = 0...4, corresponding to separate re-attendance periods P o for each of the four separate objects presented during each trial). The seven pseudo-normalised parameters form the basis of the inter-individual statistical analysis. The small sample size (20 trials) makes it difficult to confirm that the underlying probability distribution functions (PDFs) associated with the extracted rate parameters conform to normal distributions. For example, both JB and KS tests for PDF normality [7] fail for most rate parameters unless less restrictive thresholds are chosen than standard. Consequently, we bootstrap [5] the distribution of means and variances for each rate parameter. The red bars in Fig.5 summarise the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CIs) on the mean and standard deviations for each inter-individual rate parameter, calculated over all data from all human trials. The plotted bootstrapped intervals indicate whether the inter-individual rate parameter is characteristically likely to increase or decrease when transitioning from T to NT, according to its location above or below 1.0 (respectively). The last parameter, the re-attention period coherence parameter (P sd ), is an absolute measure obtained during NT in each trial.
The bootstrapped inter-individual behavioural parameters demonstrate the following characteristic trends:
1. Smooth pursuit duration rate (Sptr) varied significantly across participants, as characterised by the comparatively large bootstrapped standard deviation. This parameter is therefore largely dependent on the participant. There was a slight tendency for the parameter to increase during NT (suggesting a slight tendency for extended pursuit of translating stimuli) but the bootstrapped mean was centred at approximately 1.0. 2. Smooth pursuit distance rate parameter (Splr) and smooth pursuit velocity rate parameter (Spvr) both consistently tended to decrease (< 1.0) during NT, commensurate with the tendency for participants to track translating stimuli. Additionally, the comparatively small bootstrapped standard deviations on these parameters characterise a generally similar decrease across all participants, and suggest that these parameters are largely scene-dependent.
3. Saccade distance rate parameter (Sclr) consistently increased (> 1.0) during NT. The bootstrapped standard deviation in the parameter was comparatively large. This suggests some general scene dependency, but the increase depends largely on the participant. 4. Saccade velocity rate parameter (Scvr) was approximately 1.0, suggesting that this parameter is not significantly dependent on the scene. The low/medial bootstrapped standard deviation in the parameter across participants is likely to reflect mechanical constraints (e.g, oculomuscular agility). 5. Saccade frequency rate parameter (Scfr) consistently increased (> 1.0), characterising the tendency for the saccade rate to increase during NT across all participants. Moderate variance in this parameter across participants is shown statistically by the medial/large range in the parameter's bootstrapped standard deviation, suggesting the amount of increase is somewhat dependent on the participant. 6. The average object re-attention period during NT for each participant (P ) varied significantly (STD(P )=1.92, calculated across all objects in all trials). However, object re-attention periods for each participant were significantly more constant (bootstrapped mean P sd range of 0.12-0.52, significantly less than 1.92) as reflected in the small bootstrapped standard deviation.
Synthetic trials were then conducted using the same trial apparatus and stimuli as for the human participants. The search task was effected by firstly recording colour chrominance samples from images of the target apple. These chrominance levels were used to set the desired search colours in the colour processing server node, whose output was weighted heavily in the construction of the saliency map. Additionally, the response of multiple orientations in the orientation processing server node were biased heavily. In this manner, the attention system is predisposed to respond most strongly to small, round objects of a similar colour to the search target.
Before the first trial was conducted, system configuration settings (such as saliency map cue weights) were set by hand to mid-range values. After the first trial, configuration settings were itteratively adjusted such that the system was deemed likely to elicit behaviours more similar to human performance. For example, the first trial was noticeably more saccadic than the human trials. Predictions based on the system model were used to adjust the configuration settings to reduce the saccade rate -increasing the rate of accumulation of IOR over the fixation point, reducing the IOR decay rate of the entire dynamic IOR mosaic, and adopting more strict covert fixation moderation settings were predicted to lower the saccade rate. As per the human trials, distance-weighted velocity histograms of gaze path data were significantly bimodal. Ratio parameters, and the re-attention consistency parameter, were extracted from each synthetic trial for comparision with the human rate parameter behavioural statistics.
It is often possible to compare the performance of a system to a theoretical model by monitoring output and performing model-based residual analyses. However, primate gaze behaviours are the product of a complex biological system. There is no general theory of human gaze behaviour that would permit such a systematic comparison. It is nevertheless possible to conduct a 'blackbox' comparison of the gaze behaviours of humans and machines by comparing the statistics and PDFs associated with specific parameters derived from output The bootstrapped distributions represent the rate of change in each parameter going from periods where an object is translating (T) to periods where no objects are translating (NT). Each solid central bar region represents the bootstrapped 95% CI for the distribution of means, calculated from all average rate parameters extracted from all individual trials. Upper and lower fading bars around each solid central mean bar represent the 95% CI lower and upper bounds (respectively) of two bootstrapped standard deviations for each rate parameter. It is noted that rate prameter trends demonstrate consistency between human and synthetic distributions (where human data was situated above or below 1.0, so too was the synthetic data). It is also noted that the spread in confidence intervals for each parameter are similar for the human and synthetic distributions. Significant overlap exists between the human and synthetic rate parameter distributions.
gaze behaviours elicited by common input stimuli. In this regard, cluster overlap and KL divergence methods [7] to compare gaze parameters may not be appropriate due to small sample sizes in the human (20 samples) and synthetic (four non-independent samples) trials. Therefore, the bootstrapped human statistics are used as a set of benchmarks to which the same parameters extracted individually from each synthetic trial are compared. Accordingly, each rate parameter in each synthetic trial was examined to determine if it fell within one, and then two bootstrapped standard deviations of the corresponding bootstrapped human inter-individual parameter means. The majority of extracted synthetic parameters fell within one 95% CI bootstrapped upper-bound standard deviation of the corresponding human benchmark. All but parameter Spv r fell within two bootstrapped 95% CI standard deviations of the upper bound of the bootstrapped 95% CI mean. This single discrepancy is likely due to the low accuracy (low signal to noise ratio) involved in detecting small, low velocity eye motions with FaceLAB.
As methodologically expected, synthetic trial 4 performed the best in terms of extracted parameters best conforming to human benchmark statistics. Nevertheless, all trials exhibited good conformity to the bootstrapped human statistics. Moreover, the system was observed to produce human-like behaviours in all trials, regardless of the wide variance in configuration settings. This suggests the behaviours elicited are largely dependent on the implemented system model, not just the configuration settings selected for a particular trial. As a case in point, if considered as a set of four independent synthetic samples, the synthetic group statistics may be bootstrapped for comparison to the bootstrapped human group statistics. The black bars in Fig.5 show that when considering all synthetic trials as independent samples of a single underlying PDF, the bootstrapped synthetic mean rates consistently change in the same direction as the bootstrapped human rates: where human rates tended to increase in going from T to NT, so did the synthetic rates. Of course, the synthetic trials were not conducted completely independently, so this is not a strong claim. It is however noted that there is considerable overlap between the bootstrapped human and synthetic group parameter statistics in Fig.5 .
The bootstrapped synthetic statistics may validly be used as metrics to assess the sensitivity (variances) in output behaviour to variations in input configuration settings. In the human trials, the largest variation in bootstrapped rate parameter distributions occurred in the smooth pursuit duration rate Spt r (upper bound on 95% standard deviation CI 0.43), saccade distance rate Scl r (0.85), saccade velocity rate Scv r (0.49), and saccade frequency rate Scf r (0.57) -suggesting that though the general trends in these parameters were the same across participants, the magnitude of change depends largely on the participant. Other human rate parameter distributions, including the smooth pursuit distance and velocities, exhibited lower variance -suggesting (as expected) that they may be more dependent on the repeatability of the scene than the participant. In the synthetic trials, the largest variation in extracted rate parameter ranges also occurred in the saccade distance rate Scl r (0.49), the smooth pursuit time Spt r (0.46), and saccade frequency rate Scf r (0.41). Saccade velocity rate Scv r did not exhibit a variance as large as measured in the human trials, but again this is likely to be partially due to higher accuracy in velocity measurements using the synthetic system's encoders (rather than the FaceLAB gaze estimation in the human trials), and the maximum velocity of the apparatus. Other than this instance, parameter variances were similar for both the synthetic and human trials. Rate parameters that exhibited greatest variance in the synthetic trials (Scl r , Spt r , Scf r ) suggest that these are more sensitive to configuration setting changes, rather than scene dependency. More synthetic trials with stronger independence (randomly selected settings) would be required to confirm this hypothesis more conclusively. For both the synthetic and human trials, the object re-attention period varied across trials, but coherence was demonstrated in the object re-attention period within each individual trial. The object re-attention period coherence parameter (P sd ) was not significantly sensitive to parameter variations. The average object re-attention period (P ) within each trial was sensitive to configuration variations, as expected. Object re-attention periods were slightly less coherent across objects in the synthetic trials (average standard deviation P sd of 0.56) than the human trials (0.43). Nonetheless, standard deviations remained consistently low in both cases, and significantly lower than the standard deviation of the object re-attention period across all objects in all trials (1.19 for the synthetic trials, 1.92 for human). The similar trends and trial parameter variances of the synthetic and human systems further suggests behavioural consistency.
The trials were not tailored to determine the correct object re-attention period, IOR radius, IOR decay rate, tracking periods, or configuration settings. These parameters are likely to differ greatly across human participants, and even over time for a particular individual. Even though the system components take biological inspiration, the trials do not provide information about the structural similarity of the system, or its components, to the primate visual brain. They may only be used to comment on emergent gaze behaviours observed in the synthetic trials for comparison with benchmarks obtained from the human trials. The fact that all synthetic trials, all with different configuration settings, exhibited a majority of behavioural parameters that fell within the bootstrapped standard deviations of human benchmark behavioural parameters, and accordingly similar sensitivity to parameter variations, suggests similar performance does not rely purely upon the selection of configuration settings. Rather, the behaviour of the synthetic system is largely a product of the underlying biologically-inspired model. Though the assumption that all trials may be treated as individual sample points is weak, when treated as such, the group statistics thus formed also conform well to the human benchmarks. Nevertheless, the strong conformity of individual synthetic trial behavioural parameters to the corresponding human benchmarks indicates that, in terms of these trials, the primate-inspired synthetic system achieves primate-like gaze behaviours when subjected to the same visual stimuli.
